In this note, we present a new way to associate a spectral triple to the noncommutative C * -algebra C * (Λ) of a strongly connected finite higher-rank graph Λ. We generalize a spectral triple of Consani and Marcolli from Cuntz-Krieger algebras to higher-rank graph C * -algebras C * (Λ), and we prove that these spectral triples are intimately connected to the wavelet decomposition of the infinite path space of Λ which was introduced by Farsi, Gillaspy, Kang, and Packer in 2015. In particular, we prove that the wavelet decomposition of Farsi et al. describes the eigenspaces of the Dirac operator of this spectral triple.
Introduction
Inspired by constructions from Arakelov geometry and Archimedean cohomology, Consani and Marcolli develop in [3] spectral triples associated to certain Cuntz-Krieger algebras. In this note, we expand the applicability of these spectral triples by generalizing the construction of [3] to the setting of higher-rank graphs. We also establish the compatibility of these spectral triples with the representations and wavelets for higher-rank graphs which were developed in [7] . Indeed, both spectral triples and wavelets are algebraic structures which encode geometrical information, so it is natural to ask about the relationship between wavelets and spectral triples.
Our earlier paper [5] was the first to establish a connection between wavelets and spectral triples in the setting of higher-rank graphs Λ. In that paper, we linked the representations of C * (Λ) from [7] , and their associated wavelets, to the eigenspaces of the Laplace-Beltrami operators which arise from the spectral triples of Pearson and Bellissard [18] . The present article establishes that the wavelets.
Higher-rank graphs and their C * -algebras
Throughout this paper, we will view N := {0, 1, 2, . . . } as a monoid under addition, or as a category. In this interpretation, the natural numbers are the morphisms in N. Thus, for consistency with the standard notation n ∈ N, we will write λ ∈ Λ to indicate that λ is a morphism in the category Λ.
Definition 2.1. A higher-rank graph or k-graph by definition is a countable small category Λ with a degree functor d : Λ → N k satisfying the factorization property: for any morphism λ ∈ Λ and any m, n ∈ N k such that d(λ) = m + n ∈ N k , there exist unique morphisms µ, ν ∈ Λ such that λ = µν and
We often think of k-graphs as a generalization of directed graphs, so we call objects v ∈ Λ 0 "vertices" and morphisms λ ∈ Λ are called "paths." We write r, s : Λ → Λ 0 for the range and source maps and vΛw = {λ ∈ Λ : r(λ) = v, s(λ) = w}. Similarly, for any n ∈ N k , we write
For m, n ∈ N k , we denote by m ∨ n the coordinatewise maximum of m and n. Given λ, η ∈ Λ, we write
We say that a k-graph Λ is finite if Λ n is a finite set for all n ∈ N k and say that Λ has no sources or is source-free if vΛ n = ∅ for all v ∈ Λ 0 and n ∈ N k . It is well known that this is equivalent to the condition that vΛ e i = ∅ for all v ∈ Λ and all basis vectors e i of N k . Also we say that a k-graph is strongly connected if, for all v, w ∈ Λ 0 , vΛw = ∅.
Definition 2.2.
[13] If Λ is a finite k-graph with no sources, write C * (Λ) for the universal C * -algebra generated by partial isometries {s λ } λ∈Λ satisfying the Cuntz-Krieger conditions:
0 } is a family of mutually orthogonal projections;
Condition (CK4) implies that for any λ, η ∈ Λ we have
where we interpret empty sums as zero. Consequently, C * (Λ) = span{s λ s
An important example of a k-graph is the category Ω k , where
The range and source maps r, s in Ω k are given by r(p, q) = p, s(p, q) = q, and the degree map
Definition 2.4. An infinite path in a k-graph Λ is a degree preserving functor x : Ω k → Λ. We write Λ ∞ for the set of infinite paths in Λ. Given λ ∈ Λ, we define the cylinder set
to be the infinite paths with initial segment λ. It is well-known (cf. [13] 
for x ∈ Λ ∞ and (p, q) ∈ Ω k . In duality to the shift map σ m , for each λ ∈ Λ we also have a prefixing
According to [10, Proposition 8.1] , for any finite and strongly connected k-graph Λ, there is a unique self-similar Borel probability measure M on Λ ∞ . To describe M, we require more definitions.
Definition 2.5. For a finite k-graph Λ and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the vertex matrix
Lemma 3.1 of [10] establishes that if Λ is finite and strongly connected, then there exists a unique vector κ Λ ∈ (0, ∞) Λ 0 , called the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of Λ, such that
The unique self-similar Borel probability measure M of [10] is given on cylinder sets by
Here ρ(Λ) = (ρ 1 , . . . ρ k ), where ρ i denotes the spectral radius of the vertex matrix
We call the measure M the Perron-Frobenius measure on Λ ∞ .
Wavelets on higher-rank graphs
According to Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 of [7] , there is a separable representation π of
when Λ is a finite, strongly connected k-graph. Theorem 3.4 below identifies a Dirac operator D for which this representation gives a spectral triple (A Λ , L 2 (Λ ∞ , M), D). Before stating Theorem 3.4, we review the definition of the representation π and the associated wavelet decomposition of L 2 (Λ ∞ , M). For p ∈ N k and λ ∈ Λ, let σ p and σ λ be the shift and prefixing maps on Λ ∞ given in (1) and (2). If we let S λ := π(s λ ), the image of the standard generator s λ of C * (Λ) under the representation π, then [7, Theorem 3.5] tells us that S λ is given on characteristic functions of cylinder sets by
Moreover, the adjoint S * λ of S λ is given on characteristic functions of cylinder sets by
We can think of the operators S λ as combined "scaling and translation" operators, since they change both the size and the range of a cylinder set [η] , and are intimately tied to the geometry of the k-graph Λ.
This perspective enabled four of the authors of the current paper to use the representation π to construct a wavelet decomposition of L 2 (Λ ∞ , M); we recall the details from [7, Section 4] . For each vertex v in Λ, let
One can show (cf. [10, Lemma 2.1(a)]) that D v is always nonempty when Λ is strongly connected. Enumerate the elements of
One easily checks that in
for all i and all vertices v, w, and that
is an orthogonal set. Therefore, the functions
, which we will henceforth call W 0 .
The following Theorem, which was proved in [7] , justifies our labeling of the orthogonal decomposition (6) as a wavelet decomposition: the subspaces W n are given by applying "scaling and translation" operators S λ to the finite family of "mother functions"
Theorem 2.6. [7, Theorem 4.2] Let Λ be a finite, strongly connected k-graph and define
3 Spectral triples of Consani-Marcolli type for strongly connected finite higher-rank graphs
In Section 6 of [3], Consani and Marcolli construct a spectral triple for the Cuntz-Krieger algebra O A associated to a matrix A ∈ M n (N). Recall from [14] that if E is the 1-graph with adjacency matrix A, then O A ∼ = C * (E). In this section, we generalize the construction of Consani and Marcolli to build spectral triples for higher-rank graph C * -algebras C * (Λ). For these spectral triples (described in Theorem 3.4 below), it is shown in Theorem 3.5 that the eigenspaces of the Dirac operator agree with the wavelet decomposition from [7] . We also discuss in Remark 3.6 at the end of the section how to modify the construction of the spectral triple to make the eigenspaces of the Dirac operator compatible with the J-shape wavelets of [6] . 
Since R r ⊂ R s , Ξ s,r is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace R s ∩ (R r ) ⊥ . Given an increasing sequence α = {α q } q∈N of positive real numbers with lim q→∞ α q = ∞,
Note first that the operator D has eigenvalues α q with eigenspaces R q ∩ R ⊥ (q−1) by construction. Also note that when Λ has one vertex, R −1 = R 0 and the orthogonal projection Ξ 0,−1 is the zero projection.
of Equation (7) is unbounded and self-adjoint.
Proof. The fact that D is unbounded follows from the hypothesis that lim q→∞ α q = ∞. Thus, to see that D is self-adjoint we must first check that it is densely defined, and then show that D and D * have the same domain. For the first assertion, recall from Lemma 4.1 of [7] that
. . , n) for some n ∈ N} generates the topology on Λ ∞ , and hence span{χ [η] : d(η) = (n, n, . . . , n), n ∈ N} is dense in 
Proof. By definition, D is given by multiplication by α q on R q ∩ R ⊥ (q−1) . Consequently, for all q ∈ N, (D − λ) −1 is given by multiplication by
Since λ ∈ {α n } n∈N and lim n→∞ α n = ∞, given ǫ > 0, we can choose N so that for all n ≥ N,
−1 is the norm limit of finite rank operators and hence is compact.
Theorem 3.4. Let Λ be a finite, strongly connected k-graph, and denote by π the representation of
given in Equations (3) and (4). Let A Λ be the dense * -subalgebra of C * (Λ) given in Definition 2.3 and let D be the operator given in (7). If there exists a constant C ≥ 0 such that the sequence α = {α q } q∈N satisfies
for any a ∈ A Λ . Combined with the above results, this implies that the data (A Λ , L 2 (Λ ∞ , M), D) gives a spectral triple for C * (Λ).
is a spectral triple we need to show that D is self-adjoint, (D 2 + 1) −1 is compact and [D, π(a)] is bounded for all a ∈ A Λ . The first statement is the content of Proposition 3.2, and the second follows from Proposition 3.3, thanks to the fact that ±i ∈ {α n } n∈N and hence (D ± i) −1 is compact. Thus, to complete the proof of the Theorem, we will now show that [D, π(a)] is bounded for all finite linear combinations a = i∈F c i s λ i s * η i ∈ A Λ , where c i ∈ C. Given λ ∈ Λ, write max λ = max j {d(λ) j } and min λ = min j {d(λ) j }. Then the formula (3) implies immediately that, for any fixed s ∈ N, the operator S λ on L 2 (Λ ∞ , M) takes R s to R s+max λ . Moreover, Equation (4) (n 1 , . . . , n k 
Consequently, we see that (as desired)
, and fix λ, µ ∈ Λ with s(λ) = s(µ). We use the reasoning of the previous paragraphs to identify the subspaces R s , R ⊥ t which contain S λ S * µ f . If max µ ≥ q, then we cannot guarantee that S * µ f is orthogonal to any R t with t ≥ 0; in order to do so, we must have S * µ f, ξ = f, S µ ξ = 0 for all ξ ∈ R t . In other words, we must have S µ ξ ∈ R q−1 for all ξ ∈ R t . However, S µ takes R t into R t+maxµ R q−1 if max µ ≥ q and t ≥ 0.
Moreover, if q < min µ , then S * µ f ∈ R 0 . Thus,
Since S λ S * µ is a partial isometry and hence norm-preserving, whenever f ∈ R q ∩R ⊥ q−1 for q > max µ , [D, S λ S * µ ]f is bounded above by a constant which depends only on λ and µ. If we have min µ ≤ q ≤ max µ , since we no longer know that S λ S * µ f ∈ R ⊥ t for any t, in calculating [D, S λ S * µ f we have to begin our summation over w at zero, rather than at q + min λ − max µ . In this case, the final (in)equality above becomes
In this case, q ≤ max µ , so we obtain the norm bound
In 
of Theorem 2.6 above (also see [7, Theorem 4.2] ). In particular,
Proof. By definition, R −1 ⊆ R 0 = V 0 = span{χ [v] : v ∈ Λ 0 }. For the second assertion, recall that W n = span{S λ f : f ∈ W 0 , d(λ) = (q, q, . . . , q)}. Since max λ = min λ = q for all such λ, each such S λ takes R s ∩ R Moreover, we know from [7, Lemma 4.1] that "square" cylinder sets generate the topology on Λ ∞ ; it follows that R s is spanned by {χ [λ] : d(λ) = (s, . . . , s)}. Indeed, this set forms a basis for R s : if d(λ) = d(µ) = (s, . . . , s), then the factorization rule implies that
Consequently, R q+1 ∩ R ⊥ q also has dimension #(Λ (q+1,...,q+1) ) − #(Λ (q,...,q) ). Hence, W q = R q+1 ∩ R ⊥ q for all q ∈ N, as desired.
Remark 3.6. Fix J ∈ N k with J i > 0 for all i. We described in Section 5 of [6] how to construct wavelets with "fundamental domain" J -the original construction in Section 4 of [7] used J = (1, . . . , 1). By defining R s = span{χ [η] : d(η) ≤ sJ} we can construct a Dirac operator D on L 2 (Λ ∞ , M) which gives rise to a spectral triple (A Λ , L 2 (Λ ∞ , M), D) whose eigenspaces agree with the wavelet decomposition given in Theorem 5.2 of [6] . We omit the details here as they are completely analogous to the proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 above.
